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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To explore 2 key points in the heart failure diagnostic pathway—symptom onset and diagnostic meaning—from the patient perspective.

Design: Qualitative interview study.

Setting: Participants were recruited from a secondary care clinic in central England following referral from primary care.

Participants: Over age 55 years with a recent (<1 year) diagnosis of heart failure confirmed by a cardiologist following initial presentation to primary care.

Methods: Semistructured interviews were carried out with 16 participants (11 men and 5 women, median age 79.5 years) in their own homes. Data were audio-recorded and transcribed. Participants were asked to describe their diagnostic journey from when they first noticed something wrong up to and including the point of diagnosis. Data were analysed using the framework method.

Results: Participants initially normalised symptoms and only sought medical help when daily activities were affected. Failure to realise that anything was wrong led to a delay in help-seeking. Participants’ understanding of the term ‘heart failure’ was variable and 1 participant did not know he had the condition. The term itself caused great anxiety initially but participants learnt to cope with and accept their diagnosis over time.

Conclusions: Greater public awareness of symptoms and adequate explanation of ‘heart failure’ as a diagnostic label, or reconsideration of its use, are potential areas of service improvement.

INTRODUCTION

Heart failure is a clinical syndrome affecting 1% of adults in developed countries. It is associated with distressing symptoms, typically breathlessness, fatigue and swollen ankles, and poor outcomes for patients. However, there are drug treatments, device therapies and exercise-based interventions which improve quality of life and survival.

Recognising symptoms and making a diagnosis is therefore vital to allow appropriate and timely management.

The diagnosis of most chronic conditions is reliant on patients realising that something is wrong, and seeking help. The start of many illnesses can, though, be difficult to recognise, and may sometimes only be appreciated in retrospect, once a diagnosis has been reached. Symptoms vary according to disease and some may be more easily recognised as pathological than others. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is associated with gradual onset of breathlessness which can get worse over time. Smoking is a causal factor but smokers may initially put their symptoms down to the smoking itself rather than the permanent lung damage which results in COPD.
to life-saving treatment and public health campaigns have focused on raising awareness of these symptoms.\textsuperscript{15,16} Unlike myocardial infarction or stroke, heart failure symptoms are often insidious in onset and the patient experience of early symptoms and decision-making around seeking medical attention prior to a diagnosis has not been evaluated.

A diagnostic label is important medically to lead on to an appropriate treatment plan but the terminology used can have an important impact on the patient. They must make sense of their diagnosis and, for chronic conditions, adapt to living with the disease.\textsuperscript{17} According to guidelines, at the end of the diagnostic pathway for heart failure, patients should receive a formal diagnosis which is confirmed by an echocardiogram and explained to them by a specialist.\textsuperscript{18} However, some studies have identified that patients are not necessarily told, or do not retain, the diagnostic label or may not understand what it means.\textsuperscript{19}

This study explores the experiences of patients with a recent diagnosis of heart failure with a focus on the symptom onset and diagnosis parts of the pathway to explore how and when patients realised something was wrong and what the term ‘heart failure’ means to them.

**METHODS**

**Study design and setting**

Patient experiences of pathways to receiving clinical care are best understood via an in-depth qualitative approach that enables collection of data on attitudes, perceptions and responses. Semistructured interviews were conducted with patients who had recently received a diagnosis of heart failure until saturation of key emergent themes was achieved, that is, additional data were no longer adding new themes to the data set. The interviews were primarily with study participants but the contribution of a relative, if present, was also welcomed.

Participants were recruited from a secondary care heart failure clinic serving a large, socioeconomically diverse population in central England. Patients with a recent (<1 year ago) diagnosis of heart failure over the age of 55 who had been referred from primary care were invited for interview. This was to ensure adequate recall of events. Participants not able to give written informed consent or who were too unwell to take part were excluded.

Purposive sampling was planned in order to achieve demographic variation. The aim was to recruit a total of 20 patients over the age of 55 years with at least two participants from each decile age group. A mix of men and women in each age group and patients of white, Asian and black ethnicity were also sought. Arrangements for an interpreter to be used where needed were put in place to prevent exclusion of non-English-speaking patients.

**Data collection**

All participants received a patient information sheet and provided written consent. Semistructured interviews, with a duration of 30–60 min, were conducted by the lead author (CJT), a female general practitioner (GP) and clinical researcher trained in qualitative methods. An interview topic guide was used to ensure that key areas were covered to achieve the aims and objectives of the study. Early interviews were reviewed and discussed with NG, an experienced medical sociologist, with expertise in qualitative methods. Minor modifications were made to the interview guide after two interviews, in the light of emerging themes from the data: in particular, further information was sought on the meanings associated with heart failure. All interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder. The audio files were downloaded to a secure network.

**Analysis**

All interviews were transcribed verbatim, then analysed using the framework method.\textsuperscript{20,21} Data were anonymised by removing any information which would make the patient identifiable. Transcripts were read and re-read to ensure familiarisation, then initially coded by hand. The coding was reviewed by a second coder (NG), and an independent experienced qualitative research fellow (SS), to ensure that the type and range of codes applied was appropriate. The coding lists were used to develop an analytical framework organised into categories. In total, there were 150 codes organised into 17 categories. All interview transcripts were then coded using the software package NVivo V10.

Coded data were exported from NVivo according to individual codes and saved as separate documents. The data for each code were read, re-read and then summarised for each of the 16 participants in the study. Microsoft Excel was used to manage the summarised data. A new worksheet was used for each category. Each category was then interpreted using an analytical memo to explore emerging themes and concepts.

**RESULTS**

**Participants**

Invitation letters were sent out to a total of 100 eligible participants identified by the heart failure clinic. In total, 21 participants returned the reply slip and 16 agreed to take part (1 participant had changed her mind when contacted, 1 had recently been admitted to hospital and 5 participants were not contactable). Between October and December 2014, 15 participants were interviewed in their homes and 1 by telephone. Interviews lasted an average of 42 min (range 21–74 min). Five women and 11 men participated, their median age was 78.5 years (range 52–87 years) and all but 1 participant was white British. Ten of the 16 interviewees were accompanied by a relative during the interview.

**Initial normalisation of symptoms**

Shortness of breath featured in all participant stories. It was often gradual in onset and only noticed to be a
problem when it interfered with usual daily activities. Breathlessness for many participants was thought to be a normal part of ageing.

I just thought it was probably my age. I don’t think I thought it was the heart to start with, no. I just thought that it was because I was walking a long distance and I needed to stop. (P6)

Participants described trying to ‘do too much’ and thought they were bringing the symptom on themselves by going up a steep incline, going out in bad weather or by ‘panicking’. Participants initially coped by resting or ‘calming down’ to resolve the feeling of breathlessness.

I used to panic and I just couldn’t get any breath...When I sat up, it was okay after a short time. I just have to calm myself down because I felt like, am I bringing this on myself by getting in a state? (P5)

Participants had comorbidities and sometimes thought their symptoms were due to their other medical conditions. One participant with COPD thought his breathlessness was because he needed stronger inhalers.

I think perhaps my lungs, COPD. I mean this is what I attach to myself, to thinking, I suppose, for decades now...So I think I must have concentrated and focused on the COPD when it could have been the heart otherwise. (P8)

The degree of breathlessness could be significant before the participant thought it was a problem. One participant had shortness of breath on walking to the toilet a few yards down the hallway and another woke up gasping for breath. Participants carried on with their usual activities despite significant limiting symptoms.

I was going up the hill at the golf course and I can’t breathe. I couldn’t breathe. It was really bad. I should have stopped, but no. I stood there for a while and got myself up again, hit the ball again. Out of breath again. I should have stopped, but I didn’t. I kept on going all the way around, but I was really getting out of breath. (P7)

Some participants had swollen ankles which was a visible persistent reminder, to them and others, that something was wrong.

...swelling of the feet. Which is still going on as you can see there, I end up like a hobbit by the evening. (P4)

Four participants described tiredness, lethargy or a decrease in energy levels which could result in the need for an afternoon nap. For one participant, tiredness was the main symptom but was initially put down to being busy.

I just put it down to the fact that [er] I over stretched myself you know. Yeah I was trying to do too much. Simple simple as that. (P4)

Some participants noticed their symptoms for the first time while away from home—on holiday or staying with relatives—but dismissed their significance putting it down to being outside of their usual environment. A stoical approach prevented participants from taking action to deal with their symptoms.

I thought that’s what it was. I was telling myself, “Well I’ve got to put up with this. It’s the medication and I’ve got to put up with it.” So I wasn’t doing anything about it. (P7)

### Progression of symptoms and realisation that something was wrong

The timing of initial symptoms ranged from gradual onset over a number of months to a sudden event which required immediate action. Participants took symptoms seriously only once they started to affect activities of daily living.

Anyway we lived on a hill and of course I was starting getting breathless, going up this hill to the shops or whatever, I started getting breathless and I thought, well this is never right, so it went on for a few weeks, and I just went and seen the doctor and he said, “Well I’m going to send you for a test... (P10)

Symptoms often progressed over time. For example, participants noticed their shortness of breath gradually impinging on their activities up to quite severe levels where they were ‘gasping for breath’ and unable to sleep. One participant called an ambulance after realising he had become so unwell.

I was getting more and more ill...I hadn’t realised it because you have a steady decline...You don’t feel well one day and not the next...(P15)

One participant just felt ill and did not have a particular explanation for why they felt that way but assumed that the symptoms would probably resolve with time.

I didn’t know really, I was mystified, I thought that’s unusual and why is this and it probably went on for a couple of months before I went to see the doctor. I thought it would probably pass. (P16)

Participant background influenced the explanation and conclusions they came to. One participant had a nursing background. Being a retired nurse, she thought swollen ankles were due to problems with the heart or kidney—if the swelling could be pressed in with a finger, then it was due to the heart. She did not know exactly what heart problem it was but went to the GP several times as she was worried. Her professional background drove her to feel there was something wrong.

Most participants had retired but many maintained active social lives which were disrupted by the symptoms. One younger participant was working age and initially...
thought that tiredness was a normal part of her busy lifestyle and job, but once her work became affected she sought help.

Most participants were quick to seek medical advice from their GP as soon as they realised something was wrong. Family members often witnessed participants struggling with symptoms and encouraged them to seek help. Until that point, most participants simply did not realise anything was wrong or hoped that the symptoms would pass. A few participants disclosed that, with the benefit of hindsight, they wished they had gone to their doctor sooner and admitted they had known something was wrong but had been reluctant to seek medical advice, instead wanting to carry on as normal.

I should have gone to see him. I should have stopped straight away. Knowing what I know now, what I’ve been told, I should have stopped and gone straight to see the doctor, but I didn’t. (P7)

**Variability in understanding of diagnosis**

Participants’ understanding of their heart failure diagnosis varied in complexity and depth. Some simply described having a ‘weak heart’ or ‘not getting enough oxygen in the blood’ while others gave more detailed descriptions. One participant had seen a cardiologist, attended the nurse-led heart failure clinic and had responded to take part in the heart failure study but, even on direct questioning during the interview, did not realise that he had heart failure. Participant education and background appeared to influence understanding and sense-making of the diagnosis. Two participants were engineers by background and had a detailed understanding of the disease process by thinking of heart failure in mechanical terms.

…it’s a pump system isn’t it that’s all it is, it’s a pump system. You’ve got the power of the pump, you’ve got the pipework going round…if the pipework gets constricted in any way then the pressure will go up. There [is] an easy hydraulic relationship with that…(P4)

Some participants were confused by the diagnosis but did not necessarily want any further clarification.

They tried, but they used so much jargon, I didn’t understand. I didn’t want to know too much, anyway. But I saw what was written down and was able to translate that…They say my left ventricle is not working fully, they don’t say why…The last thing I do is worry. There’s a hospital full of doctors. Let them do it. (P9)

Some participants actively sought extra knowledge about the diagnosis by looking online or in textbooks while others preferred to avoid knowing too much.

I didn’t bother to go too deeply into it, you know knowledge can kill you, the wrong kind of knowledge, or half knowledge…(P8)

One participant was still working and found she needed an explanation for her condition which she could tell work colleagues to account for why she gets so tired.

I just tell them it’s a heredity thing, I’ve got a bit of heart failure and I get more tired than what you do. As I said it’s probably being twice as tired and working twice as hard as what they do. (P13)

**Fear and uncertainty caused by heart failure terminology**

There was a degree of uncertainty caused by the use of some terminology. The term ‘heart failure’ itself was often associated with fear and a concern that the heart may stop or that outlook was poor.

Well I mean heart failure means, when they [say] heart failure it means your heart’s going to, it’s wearing out or whatever, it’s going to stop. It could stop. It’s failing. And I know you’ve only got one so I mean let’s face it that’s not a good thing. (P2)

There was also some confusion over ejection fraction terminology and what that meant—if ejection fraction was 20%, for example, one participant assumed that meant only 20% of their heart was working and was not aware that a normal ejection fraction is 50% or above. Despite the fear and lack of clarity, participants learnt to cope with their anxieties over time.

It was worrying I mean you know when they tell you that your heart’s not working properly and they call it ‘heart failure’, whatever’s wrong with your heart they call it heart failure don’t they which I think is horrible because failure means it could stop you know. That’s worrying but the longer you live with it, the more you get used to it. (P2)

Some participants recalled that the term had not been used initially and was introduced later on by the specialist team delivering the diagnosis.

It was very good, I mean he says, it’s just a degree of heart failure. They actually didn’t use those words for a long time to me, he just said…he told me it was a left valve that wasn’t pumping properly. It should pump at so much percentage and it was pumping at a lesser percentage and that’s why you’re feeling tired…He explained to me quite well…(P13)

**Relationship between initial symptoms and heart failure diagnosis**

Before being given a diagnosis, none of the participants, even those with a history of cardiovascular disease, suspected that their initial symptoms were linked to previous cardiac events. However, when they were told they had heart failure, some participants suggested their own reasons for why they had developed the condition while others recalled being given a particular explanation by the specialists.
But a part of my heart is damaged, he says, which is caused by a heart attack I suppose. (P10)

One participant blamed himself for ‘over doing it’ and was convinced his heart failure had been brought on by his own behaviour.

I think this is one of the reasons I’ve, over the years, probably just wore myself out…I’m just like an engine, just blowing up, you know. (P7)

Several participants reported improvement or resolution of their symptoms following diagnosis. For these participants, a confirmed diagnosis had led to appropriate treatment which relieved unpleasant symptoms they had experienced for some time.

They say to me, “Do you sit up in bed at night? Or do you wake up gasping?” I don’t. I’m really well, really well; I think they’ve done a marvellous job on me. (P11)

DISCUSSION
Summary
Participants in the study did not realise initially that the symptoms of breathlessness, ankle swelling or tiredness were due to heart failure. Instead, they thought their symptoms were due to normal ageing, ‘doing too much’, other medical conditions and medications or just assumed that they would pass. Symptoms were gradual in onset and often severe, but it was not until they had an impact on activities of daily living that participants sought medical help. For some, a change in circumstance, such as going on holiday, meant they noticed their limitations for the first time. Participants’ understanding of ‘heart failure’ as a term varied and was associated with fear and uncertainty. Some participants could describe the mechanisms of heart failure in terms of a failing pump system, and relate this to previous heart damage, whereas other participants chose not to consider the diagnosis in considerable detail. One participant in the study did not even know that he had heart failure.

Strengths and limitations
This study is unique in exploring patient experiences of heart failure from initial symptoms to receiving a formal diagnosis. Participants were recruited from a cardiology outpatient clinic where their diagnosis was confirmed after referral by their GP. Recruiting participants from a single outpatient clinic may have introduced a selection bias and could limit the generalisability to other heart failure services; however, the findings are unlikely to be isolated to patients attending this clinic, particularly as many of the observations have been linked to established theoretical concepts (such as normalisation of symptoms and biographical disruption—discussed below) that have been described in other chronic conditions.

The original intention was to use purposive sampling to ensure that participants were from a range of ages, gender and ethnic groups. Challenges in recruitment, including a poor response rate to the study invitation letter, limited the number of participants available for the study. There were participants from each decile from 50 to 90 years and a mix of men and women; however, only one of the 16 participants was from a minority ethnic group. All participants also spoke English as their primary language. The experiences of patients from different ethnic groups and non-English speakers were not captured in this study. The findings are therefore less likely to be relevant to this group.

The professional role of the interviewer can influence interactions during the interview. The researcher conducting the interviews in this study was a GP which could have influenced the behaviour of participants.

Various steps were taken in the study design, data collection and analysis to enable reflexive research practice, such as undertaking pilot interviews that were discussed with the wider team, and cross-checking of coding and data analysis with an experienced qualitative researcher. In addition, several steps were taken during the research process to reduce the observer effect including use of the interviewer’s first name with participants, and emphasising that the interviewer was there as a researcher rather than in a GP role. These steps have enhanced the credibility of the findings.

Comparison with the existing literature
Normalisation
Normalisation of symptoms is a common sociological phenomenon and a barrier to diagnosis in other medical conditions, such as dementia where ‘forgetfulness’ is initially seen as a normal part of ageing. The presence of symptoms in the general population is common which might explain why ‘normalising’ prevalent symptoms such as fatigue or breathlessness is so widespread. A study by Petrie et al examined the prevalence of symptoms in a randomly selected sample of 1000 participants from the general population. Researchers asked participants if they had experienced any of a list of 46 symptoms in the previous 7 days. Thirteen per cent had experienced shortness of breath and 36% had experienced fatigue. The challenge therefore is to enable patients to identify symptoms which are significant and associated with a pathological disease process rather than within normal limits.

Many participants in this heart failure study had a history of previous cardiovascular disease and had multiple past contacts with healthcare. Epidemiological evidence shows that patients who have had a previous myocardial infarction are more likely to develop heart failure than those who have not had a previous event. Yet participants were initially unaware that their symptoms could be due to heart failure.

Help-seeking and biographical disruption
The concept of ‘biographical disruption’ was first described by Bury in the 1980s. He interviewed patients...
with a new diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis and found that the symptoms, and ultimately the label of disease, had a profound effect on the patient’s social world and their sense of self. In the interviews with patients with heart failure, participants reflected that their whole world changed at the point where they realised something was wrong and sought medical help.

A narrative review by Gravely-Witte et al explored the length of delay in seeking medical care for patients with heart failure—admitted to hospital rather than presenting to primary care—according to symptom type and onset. Participants who suddenly developed shortness of breath were less likely to delay seeking help than those with symptoms of more gradual onset such as ankle swelling or fatigue. The community population with new onset of chronic heart failure is likely to differ from the population with existing heart failure experiencing an exacerbation which requires hospital admission; however, the impact of symptom type on delay in seeking medical help within primary care is worthy of further consideration in future research.

Symptom worsening, effect on activities of daily living and family concern were all reasons for participants in the study to see their GP. A qualitative synthesis by Smith et al exploring patients’ help-seeking experiences and delay in cancer presentation, found remarkable similarities in their list of triggers to recognition of illness which included ‘symptoms worsen or do not go away’, ‘symptoms affect everyday life’ and ‘discussion of symptoms with friends and family’. Other triggers which were not found in the current study were ‘specific well-known symptoms (eg, lump)’ and ‘knowledge of cancer symptoms and awareness of risk’. These concepts were notably absent from all of the interviews in the heart failure study suggesting that awareness of heart failure symptoms is much less than for cancer symptoms in the general population. National public health campaigns in England have focused on cancer symptoms in recent years which may explain some of the disparity.

Understanding the diagnosis

In this study, participants were told that they had a diagnosis of heart failure within secondary care. Across Europe, the place of diagnosis varies between countries. Hobbs et al interviewed 1363 primary care physicians from 14 European countries and reviewed 11 062 patient notes and found that overall 50% of heart failure diagnoses were made in primary care. Delivering the news of a life-changing diagnosis is a key communication skill for clinicians. For some, a timely diagnosis leading to treatment and rapid symptom relief can be welcome while for others the news can be devastating. Discussions need to be tailored to the individual and based on pre-existing knowledge and understanding as well as their wishes for what they want to be told about their diagnosis. The current evidence base focuses on interventions for practitioners to enhance their communication skills but more research is required to establish how delivery of diagnosis impacts on patient-reported outcomes, and how this can be improved.

Bury’s concept of biographical disruption was originally developed in the context of a new diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis, but the concept has been found to apply to many chronic illnesses including COPD and cancer. Heart failure has a poorer prognosis than many cancers. A recent study exploring the ‘disruption’ of a cancer diagnosis with a poor outlook found that participants acknowledged that a full recovery was impossible, with their self-identity and social world already changed forever, and instead aimed to achieve a ‘new normal’ within the limits of what their disease allowed. This study adds to the literature a new context in which the concept of biographical disruption has salience.

Rodriguez et al interviewed American patients about their knowledge and understanding of a heart failure diagnosis. Patients reported a need for more information about heart failure and a greater opportunity to discuss their condition in detail with their physician. Patients also expressed a desire to discuss prognosis but reported that this was lacking during medical consultations.

Most participants in this UK-based study had not been given any written information, so some went online to find out more about their condition. However, participants would have preferred information tailored to their own particular condition and circumstance and would have welcomed more time to discuss the diagnosis with the secondary care team, perhaps at a further appointment. In a review by Davidson examining tools for conversations about treatment decisions and outlook in patients with heart failure, the ‘receptivity’ of the patient to information about their conditions was not uniform. Patients valued honesty in general but the depth and type of information they required was highly variable. An individualised approach to delivering the diagnosis and providing further information is therefore required.

Implications for practice and research

Patients developed plausible and complex explanations for their symptoms which delayed their presentation to primary care. Increased awareness of heart failure symptoms is vital for patients, carers and the public to recognise the condition. Campaigns by government and charities have raised awareness of the symptoms of several different cancers with the hope of earlier diagnosis leading to better outcomes. A similar campaign at a national level, or a more targeted campaign aimed at those with a previous history of myocardial infarction, may help encourage patients with possible heart failure to access healthcare earlier. This would have a large associated cost, so further research in this area to consider effectiveness is warranted.

The nomenclature used around heart failure is complex and does not perhaps accurately describe the pathological processes involved in deterioration of
cardiac function. In recent years, the emergence of a new type of heart failure where the ejection fraction is within normal limits—heart failure with preserved ejection—has led to debate about the classification which should be used by specialists for consistency. In guidelines, there has been an emphasis on publishing precise definitions required for heart failure diagnosis and there has also been a suggestion by some authors to ‘stage’ the disease in a similar way to cancer. However, for patients, the term ‘heart failure’ itself is associated with fear and uncertainty. Understanding the diagnosis, and any underlying cause, may be important for future engagement in treatment decisions, adherence and self-management. Currently, guidelines recommend a patient-centred approach including an assessment of their prior knowledge, what the patient would like to know and involvement of carers. There is little research on the impact of the terminology used in heart failure and a change in the name to a less frightening and better descriptive term may be helpful for patients and clinicians.

**CONCLUSION**

This study revealed that patients with heart failure initially normalised their symptoms which delayed their presentation to primary care. Increased public awareness of heart failure symptoms may help patients to recognise the disease earlier. Other methods such as screening might effectively identify patients earlier in the disease process. The term ‘heart failure’ is unhelpful and further work is required to establish what terminology patients might find acceptable and the feasibility of changing the terms routinely used in healthcare. Any change in terminology would require a global consensus.
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